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Moufang symmetry V.
Triple closure
Eugen Paal
Abstract
Triple closure of the infinitesimal translations of an analytic Moufang loop is inquired.
This property is equivalent to reductivity and relates Mal’tsev algebras to the Lie triple
systems.
2000 MSC: 20N05, 17D10
1 Introduction
In the present paper we inquire triple closure of the infinitesimal translations of a local analytic
Moufang loop. This property is equivalent to reductivity and relates Mal’tsev algebras to the
Lie triple systems. The paper can be seen as a continuation of [3, 4, 5, 6].
2 Reductivity and triple closure
We know from [6] that the infinitesimal translations Lx, Rx and Mx (x ∈ Te(G)) of a local
analytic Moufang loop G satisfy the reductivity conditions
[Y (x; y), Lz ] = L[x,y,z] (2.1a)
[Y (x; y), Rz ] = R[x,y,z] (2.1b)
[Y (x; y), Rz ] = R[x,y,z] (2.1c)
where the Yamagutian Y and the Yamaguti brackets [·, ·, ·] are given by
6Y (x; y) = [Lx, Ly] + [Rx, Ry] + [Mx,My]
[x, y, z] = 6(x, y, z) + 2[[x, y], z]
= [x, [y, z]] − [y, [x, z]] + [[x, y], z]
Now define [2] the Loos brackets {·, ·, ·} by
3{x, y, z}
.
= 6(x, y, z) + 3[[x, y], z] (2.2a)
= [x, y, z] + [[x, y], z] (2.2b)
= [x, [y, z]] − [y, [x, z]] + 2[[x, y], z] (2.2c)
Since (L,R) is a Moufang-Mal’tsev pair we know from [4]
Proposition 2.1. Let (S, T ) be a Moufang-Mal’tsev pair. Then
6[Y (x; y), Lz ] = 3[[Lx, Ly], Lz ]− L[[x,y],z] (2.3a)
6[Y (x; y), Rz ] = 3[[Rx, Ry], Tz]−R[[x,y],z] (2.3b)
6[Y (x; y),Mz ] = 3[[Mx,My],Mz ]−M[[x,y],z] (2.3c)
for all x, y, z in M .
Theorem 2.2 (triple closure). The infinitesimal translations Lx, Rx and Mx (x ∈ Te(G)) of a
local analytic Moufang loop G satisfy the triple closure conditions
[Lx, Ly], Lz] = L{x,y,z} (2.4a)
[Rx, Ry], Rz] = R{x,y,z} (2.4b)
[Mx,My],Mz] = M{x,y,z} (2.4c)
These relations hold if and only if the reductivity conditions hold.
Proof. Use (2.3a-c) and reductivity (2.1a-c).
The triple close property (2.4a-c) means that the vector spaces
L
.
= {Lx|x ∈ Te(G)}, R
.
= {Rx|x ∈ Te(G)}, M
.
= {Mx|x ∈ Te(G)}
are closed under the double Lie bracketing. N. Jacobson [1] called such spaces (subspaces of
the Lie algebras) the Lie triple systems. Thus spaces L, R and M turn out to be the Lie triple
systems.
Remark 2.3. The Lie triple systems turn out to be [10] the tangent algebras of the symmetric
spaces. In [7] it was shown that an analytic Moufang loop is an affine symmetric space such that
its motion group is generated by the left and right translations of the given analytic Moufang
loop. Thus it is not surprising that the spaces L, R and M are the Lie triple systems.
Theorem 2.4. The infinitesimal translations of an analytic Moufang loop G satisfy the ralations
L(x; y)
.
= [Lx, Ly] (2.5a)
[L(x; y), Lz ] = L{x,y,z} (2.5b)
[L(x; y), L(z;w)] = L({x, y, z};w) + L(z; {x, y, w} (2.5c)
Proof. Denote L(x; y)
.
= [Lx, Ly] and consider the Jacobi identity
0 = [[[Lx, Ly], Lz], Lw] + [[Lz, Lw], [Lx, Ly]] + [[Lw, [Lx, Ly]], Lz)
= [L{x,y,z}, Lw]− [L(x; y), L(z;w)] + [Lz, L{x,y,w}]]
We can see that (2.5a-c) are the structure relations for the symmetric space L + [L,L]. By
triality, the similar structure relations hold for R+ [R,R] and M+ [M,M].
It is natural that triple closure property of the spaces L, R andM reflects in the corresponding
properties of the Loos bracket.
Theorem 2.5. The Loos brackets {·, ·, ·} satisfy relations
{x, y, z} = −{y, x, z} (2.6a)
{x, y, z} + {y, z, x} + {z, x, y} = 0 (2.6b)
{x, y, {z, w, v}, } = {{x, y, z}, w, v} + {z, {x, y, w}, v} + {z, w, {x, y, v}} (2.6c)
Proof. Relation (2.6a) is evident from (2.2a-c). Relation (2.6b) follows easily by using the triple
closure from the Jacobi identity
[[Lx, Ly], Lz ] + [[Ly, Lz], Lx] + [[Lz, Lx], Ly] = 0
Finally, (2.6c) follows by using the triple close from the Jacobi identity
[[[Lx, Ly], [Lz , Lw]], Lv ] + [[[Lz , Lw], Lv], [Lx, Ly]] + [[Lv, [Lx, Ly]], [Lz , Lw]] = 0
Corollary 2.6 (see also [2]). The tangent algebra Γ of a local analytic Moufang loop is a Lie
triple system with the Loos brackets (2.2a-c).
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